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About This Game

FAST FACTS

Unique and uncompromising visual and sound experience

Explore Paris in 2050 through 5 unique levels
  5d3b920ae0 
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This game is worth every penny! Awesome graphics as well as great game play. Plenty of content, and very smooth.
Polished look and perfect for VR environment. Guys.please keep developing more content.you're doing a great job

there! Love it!!!. This game is worth every penny! Awesome graphics as well as great game play. Plenty of content, and
very smooth. Polished look and perfect for VR environment. Guys.please keep developing more content.you're doing a
great job there! Love it!!!. Worth $5. The game is pretty. The graphics are different and cool. But, the game-play does
not live up to the graphics. It's a static wave-shooter. It is necessary to change weapons depending on the enemy in front
of you. Sometimes there are multiple different enemies in front of you. So, there are different kinds of shots coming at
you. Some throw grenades. The grenades launch fast, but then slow down and kind of hover. While all of the other shots

are coming at me, I tended to ignore the grenades. They were just in the way. So, to play well, you'll have to hit the
grenades away with the guns, while trying to dodge shots and shoot back at the enemies with the correct weapon. Oh, did

I not mention re-loading? So, there is too much going on at the same time. There are too many different things to
remember to do while under pressure. It is also very slow during the tutorial. There are only 5 levels. I would have been

disappointed had I paid $10. I only recommend it while on sale.. 3/10 Another really dull wave shooter. Graphics are
nice, but I can't find anything to recommend here.. Despite nice artistic design and oryginality the gameplay is very

tedious, repetitive and not engaging. I was hoping that visuals will compensate for bad gameplay design but it didn't. I
think we are long past on-rails wave-shooters in VR right now and developers should drop this type of gameplay if they
want something substantial to produce. It's just dumb and repetitive. Also the "easy" difficulty is hard as hell and I don't
even imagine completing the game on hard unless you are some alien being. Because of this you can't even complete the
game just for visuals and fun couse you will be repeating checkpoints often, especially at the end and you will be sick of

it. Shame that artistic talent was wasted for such stupid gameplay. Sorry guys. Try something more engaging and
considered next time.

Easy mode update : Easy mode addition Hi everyone, the last Singularity 5 update added an easy mode to the game! We
wanted the game to be challenging, and we think it's best enjoyed when your virtual life is on the line! But we realise the
difficulty was a little steep for some players. Hopefully easy mode can provide a good training ground and help beginner

players or just those who want to relax and enjoy the game without stress. Easy mode will reduce the number of
ennemies, but it will half your final score. This comes with a few bug fixes as well, you can now shoot the drone
grenades normally to get rid of them.. The checkpoint update : Singularity 1.1.1 is finally live with the following

highlights: -Remapped and added checkpoints to avoid repetition of cinematics - get straight back into the action!
Checkpoints that just skip the introduction cinematic will not influence the score. -LIV mixed reality compositing
support (streamers please get in touch if you need support!) -Added controls map to main menu Bug fixes: -Fixed

Arachnoid disappearing in level 4 when the hint to beat the shield phase appeared. A big thank you to everyone who
helped report this bug.
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